
Antitapas Nights - Brussels (BE)           
Opening Africa Unite @ VK Brussels (BE) 

Rockerill - Charleroi (BE)                                
La Tentation - Brussels (BE)                           

Festivals with Nightscape Productions (NL)                                                                      
Assisi Festival (IT)                                              

Ariano Folk Festival (IT)                                         
L’An L’An Vert - Liè ge (BE)                                             

Auditorium ST Nicolas - Valenciennes (FR)                                                           
lives in Maastricht, Lille, Paris, 

Bologna, Napoli, Roma, Pescara, Udine...

Genuine and energetic mix of folk-rock ballads with baroque 
and irish tones. Marichka Connection is the Brussels’ band 

born from the melting-pot of the belgian capital and from the 
songwriter Emanuele Bozzini. With plenty of brasseries gigs, 

since 2012, the band has shared its energy on stages like     
Antitapas Nights, Rockerill, VK concerts and on several stages 
and festivals of Netherland, France and Italy. Their first Album 

"Fuga dal Paradiso" is the biography of the escape from a "Fuga dal Paradiso" is the biography of the escape from a 
golden cage. 

FOLLOW US:
www.marichkaconnection.com

www.facebook.com/marichkaconnection
www.soundcloud.com/marichkaconnection

BOOKING:
emabozza@hotmail.com - Tel: +32/0486535822

Records
Marichka Connection will release his first 

album, called “Fuga dal Paradiso” in may 2015.

The single “Il Barone Rampante” was classified 
by the italian radios as one of the most liked  

Indipendent songs of 2014

We are looking for a label to support us in the 
finalisation of the album and/or in its promotion.

LINK to preview of the album on   
SOUNDCLOUD

LINK to the VIDEO of Il Barone Rampante 

Live The Band
Emanuele Bozzini - (Voice, Guitar)

Léo Fuster - (Violin)
Alessandro Cesale - (Guitar, Ukulele)

Stefano Capone - (Bass)
Emanuele Volpi - (Percussions, Drums)
Ariella De Gennaro - (Violin - Accordion)

Link to pictures of the band

Media

LINK to PRESS KIT

LINK to list of Italian RADIO interviews 

RADIO NOSTALGIE
                                    

Interview on                                       . 

               

More than 40 interviews on italian radios for the single 
Il Barone Rampante     ...                                     

LINK to full LIST and VIDEOS of 
Lives 2012-2014

http://www.marichkaconnection.com/#!chi-siamo1/c1xds
https://soundcloud.com/marichkaconnection
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmEyfF5xysg
http://www.marichkaconnection.com/
https://www.facebook.com/marichkaconnection
https://soundcloud.com/marichkaconnection
http://www.marichkaconnection.com/#!gallery/c24kz
http://www.nostalgie.be/emissions/made-in-belgium/marichka-connection-comme-un-petit-air-de-soleil.html
http://www.marichkaconnection.com/#!chi-siamo1/cwzs
http://media.wix.com/ugd/325db7_2c55273e87a941ecb0cb77b510f2fd81.pdf

